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Marginalia
With

four quarters begins

this issue,

its

twentieth year. This

marks the maiden effort of a new editor and staff. These
facts alone are enough to start some ruminations, especially if you
happen to be the new editor of one of the nation's older literary
issue also

magazines.

You

think first of the retiring editor. Brother Patrick Sheekey,
been the heart of this magazine for the past ten years and
its soul for even longer. You remember how many times he has put
out this quarterly single-handedly, encouraging authors, juggling
budgets, reading proofs, and meeting deadlines. You face the fact that
you cannot do it alone as he so often did, even if you do happen to
be at least a quarter of a century younger.

who

lias

We have a new staff now, and it is a gifted and hard-working
We have the assistance of colleagues on the La Salle College

group.

faculty acting as editorial associates. And
and help of the former editor to fall back

much.

We

we

still have the advice
on when things get too

think we're off to a good start, thanks to the fine con-

tributors to this issue.

To one who has been a magazine contributor
editor, the

most astonishing thing about

oftener than an

sitting in the editor's chair

is the daily deluge of manuscripts. Since August this magazine has
succeeded in making more than two hundred people unhappy. That's
how many contributors have received our neatly printed rejection
slips (printed, appropriately, on a cowardly yellow paper stock).
What a lot of feverish scribblers there are out there, talented and untalented, but all sharing that mysterious drive to appear in print.
Why? We blush to reveal circulation figures, but it seems safe to say
that publication in 4 Q's is not likely to catapult you to overnight
fame and is certain not to place you in a higher income bracket.

—

we love you all tvell, almost all. You are the excitement
mundane lives. To come across that story or poem or article
makes words do miraculous things is to share that silent peak in
Still

in our

that

Darien. It

We
You

will

is

enough.

It will serve.

from you, both contributors and subscribers.
be hearing from us regularly in this space in the future.

hope

to hear

I. J.

K.

The Habits of Home
• Harris Downey

It was an August night, hot and still. The moon was so bright that the
the shadows of the house and the trees lay on the yard as definite as morning.
Looking out the window of Mama's sitting room, you could see the grain in
the boards of the back gallery where the moonlight fell over the banister and

through the banister rails. The tree frogs were crying from their indeterminate places: one moment you would think they were in the upstairs hall or even
under your chair; then they'd sound far away, beyond the brightness of the
yard. One of Mama's cats would come out of a shadow, walk through the light
slowly, then leap into another still shadow.
Dotty Ruth was restless. Papa and Mama had hardly driven away when
she pulled me from the window: "Go take off your clothes and put on your
gown."
She was irritable and mean, and I obeyed her. Had she been Lou, I would
have protested as readily as I'd protest any order from Papa or Mama that
seemed impulsive or careless; but she was just a house girl. Her authority
was for the few hours only that she would tend me. Lacking love and concern,
it could never encompass any protest or understanding or change. It was
a whip, which she held against any interruption of her staring out at the
moonlight or biting her nails or walking round the furniture as if it were
a maze of traps set to snare her. Her face shone with grease that her nervous
fingers smeared from her hair. And there was an odor that hung round her,
that lingered in any corner of the air which she paused in.
I had heard Mama say, "Dotty Ruth's irresponsible. She's wild."
Papa had answered, "Every servant can't be Lou, and Lou's dead."
Then Mama had sighed, "God, how things change!"
Lou had died in our kitchen. In retrospect, I see her death and the scene
of her death more clearly than I did when she toppled from the chair, I rethe agates that absently I set aside from my commoneys; remember
the lye-washed boards that to me, then, were the floor of anyone's kitchen.
At the edge of my memory hangs a smell of cooking which, in its exactness,
I haven't smelled for years. On the screen door there were patches of calico

member

seemed

to

devise and which I never noticed then ; calico must have
then as integral to any rusted screen as to the binding of a pal-

Lou could

that only a

me

metto fan.
Clutching her back with one hand, Lou halted between the table and the
stove. "I'se gonna die," she said, "gonna die now. Quick, Sugar, go call Miss
Florence." I was sitting on the floor counting my marbles as I took them
from their broken shoebox and dropped them into a jar which Lou had found
for me among all the spiders and the never-thrown-away things in the backgallery pantry. I looked up. As always, I was hurt, almost to tears by her
3

:
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cringing in pain and the wild grimace distorting her face. The easy movefat body round the kitchen, round my half-asleep breakfast or
disordered sickbed, had long been a certitude and a comfort. If the black face
broke its placidity, it should have been to a rollicking laughter. But of late
I had been witness again and again to her faltering at the stove and her moan

ments of her

Vse gonna

die.

my

straddled legs to. I rose from my business of marbles, unhad forgotten my count. I stood ready to fetch a wet cloth or
a glass of water from the cooler in the hall. But I wouldn't go upstairs bothering Mama from her nap, even though Lou reaffirmed her fear, "I'm really
dyin', I think," and fell to the rocking chair
that she shelled her peas in or
strung her beans in or just nodded in through the hour between the dinner
dishes and the starting of supper. "Lou?" I said. I touched her hand. The
back half of a rocker was broken from the chair; so, when her body leaned
backward, the chair tilted, careened and Lou sprawled to the floor. It was
my first direct encounter with death; yet Lou's dying didn't frighten me. It
seemed natural and serene. I righted the chair and, kneeling on one knee,
leaned over Lou, touched her forehead, and called her name before I realized
the hush of the house; the tears in my eyes; and, in my mind, a new consent.
Lou's voice had always been gentle even when it scolded or denied:
"Then come sit on Lou's lap, and let's talk it over." She always smelled of the
ironing board
of cool starch and and burnt cedar.
But Dotty Ruth, even in a stiffly starched dress, smelled of cologne and,
at times, like Willie after a long day in the sun. And her voice was alien no
matter its words, it always called to somewhere beyond your comprehension.
Dotty Ruth was young and restless and new. She didn't belong to us in any
manner at all. I was afraid of the silence and the darkness in the rest of the
house; but, even among the lighted and familiar things of Mamma's sitting
room, I was afraid most of Dotty Ruth, cocking her head to some sound
I couldn't hear or clapping her hands in some secret passion.
As if at a signal, all the frogs went still. I had put on my gown and was
sitting in Mama's sewing chair waiting for Dotty Ruth to settle down on the
window seat or on the settee under the lamp. Then I would ask her to read
me a story. Though she could recognize a word or a phrase here and there,
she couldn't really read. But, asking me what I wanted to hear, she'd pick
up a book, any book, and tracing the purplish nail of her finger under the
words—carefully, at times haltingly or with a sudden rush she would invent
a story always new, full of elegant descriptions and tempests and surprises
that I rarely understod but that always seemed imminent and real: Vse gon
stick this here sword in you guts an rip yd' to pieces!
But that night, she was her own heroine; and I, a property for the narrative. Her Poro'ed hair couldn't plait a rope to catch a villain by, nor was
there any actual snake in her bosom; yet, in her stillness, as she stared out at
the night, I sensed a determination more frightening than arrows or a wild

Pulling

aware that

I

—

—

—

;

—

razor.

She turned from the window: "Go
"But, Dotty Ruth!"
"Didin't you heard me?"

git

on yo' clothes."

—
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Having been taught to obey, I obeyed. And when I came back in my
and shirt, Dotty Ruth was gentle. "It's far from bedtime," she said.
"Wouldn't you like to take a little walk to out by my house?"
"But what for?"
"Why you got to be tol' any wlvat for? Now, come on," she said. The
front gallery was a shade when she closed the door against the light of the
hall. "We gon' be back befo' your folks
and you long asleep in the baid."
Her words were meant to reassure me; but in them I sensed a connivance
that she'd make me partner of, yet would never explain. I slapped my hand
trousers

—

to

my

forehead. "There's mosquitoes out here."

Her reply was slow and emphatic: "There's somp'n I gotta go see for
a minute." Then she spoke so impatiently that her words ran together: "You
want me to leave you here by yourself in this big ol' house where your grampa
shot himself in the haid and your gramma and your little sister died?" She
persuaded me with fear: "That blood's still on the library hearth, even on
that cement your folks tried to cover it with. An' you know how it is when
Little Florence comes down the steps cryin', an' your gramma, who died
before you was born, starts that moanin' upstairs." She put the key of the
door in a pocket of her dress. "You remember?"
I remembered— remembered the terrors that the idle talk of uncles and
aunts and the superstitions of negroes had bequeathed me. "Then let's hurry,"
I said, "if you've got to go see what you've got to go see." I went down the

—

out of the shade of the gallery into the light of the yard.
were in the hedges; they were crying for rain.
Dotty Ruth walked so fast down the banquette and over the streets under
the streetlamps that I had to run now and then to keep place. She was impatient with my Wait, Dotty Ruth. Wait! "Well, it's you who's wantin' to
steps before her

The

tree frogs

hurry," she'd say.

There were so many street corners that soon they all seemed the same
a yellow light from the streetlamp no brighter than the light of the moon but,
lower than the housetops and the treetops, falling shadowless on the pavement
and the lawns big beetles flying in it or lying on their backs under it, strug-

—

gling. In the

middle

of the blocks there

were shadows and, here and there, in

—

we passed a lighted gallery in
the crazy beetles.
In the evenings of those days there was little traffic along the tree-bordered streets and only rarely did you meet a passer-by on the banquette. We
walked so fast that I couldn't tell my direction, couldn't find a familiar house
or hedgerow or turning; my attention was on Dotty Ruth's ankles or on my
bare feet, which might step on an upside down beetle.
But after a while (it seemed an eternity of catching up and falling back),
I realized that the houses were close together and one-storied and narrow.
There were trees but no lawns only a hop-skip-and-jump of bare ground
from the porch to the banquette; and the banquette itself was either broken
and narrow or just a dirt path. By the steps of a house there would be fourthe shadows, lighted windows. Occasionally

its light,

—

—

a banana tree maybe. You'd be
by voices or abrupt laughter from the dark of a porch. Through an
open door you'd see a lighted lamp dressed in a ruffle of bright paper. Surely

o'-clock bushes or a rooster-comb flower
startled
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we were
and

and the something that she had to see for
had never been in that street before, but its looks

close to Dotty Ruth's house

a minute. I

was

relieved. I

sounds were familiar.
Following my brother, who was now off at camp, I had walked through
such sections, even after dark, to deliver a parcel or a message from Mama or
Papa to some Viola or Peg-leg Jack to Lou, sick under a pile of patchwork
quilts. I had smelled rubber burning a threat to mosquitoes, had heard disembodied voices from shadows, yet had never been afraid; for my brother,
beside me, never paused and the voices in the light of the steps or the yard
always answered those from the dark as if darkness and light, and all shades,
its

—

were one.
But, hurrying beside Dotty Ruth, I came to such a place as I had never
imagined. Fear caught me. I should have been cautions, I thought. I should
have put on my shoes.

we came to. Its giant
from the corner posts, seemed a mechanical spider as it went red or yellow or green; and noisy autos, from heavenknows-where out of the darkness, stopped at its signal and at its signal went
roaring into the darkness of camphor trees and sudden clouds.
In a barber shop, when all barber shops downtown had long closed, there
was that albino man whom both Mama and Lou had explained to me— a black
barber cutting his white kinky hair. In a shop window there was a poster of
a woman in an evening dress, a lavalier at her lavender-brown bosom. All
those who loitered in the doorways or on the banquette were negroes. We
passed an ice-cream parlor on the corner; it had only a wood floor, but its
marble-top tables and wire-back chairs were the same as those in the Palace
of Sweets downtown. The dispenser behind the fountain was shining-black.
The people on the stools and at the tables were of shades from jet to yellow
all sipping at a straw, or talking round their bright teeth, or crooking
It

was a bright-lighted

traffic light, held in a

web

intersection of streets that

of wires

—

a finger elegantly as they lifted a spoon.
Of all the things that surprised me that night, it's the ice-cream parlor
that's most vivid in my memory. Negroes were people who cooked, cut the
grass, cleaned the house, washed and ironed, and went home toting bundles
home to their own children, their own cooking and ironing and sicknesses

—

and funerals. But negroes in a community all their own, having their hair
clipped by a paid barber, sitting prim and cool at a marble table, or driving
that filled me with wonder.
their smelly and noisy autos under a traffic light
and afraid.
In this place, within my own town, I was a stranger
"Come on, boy!" Dotty Ruth cries. I caught up and tried to take her
hand; she was the only link with my world of familiar and predictable things.
But she slapped my hand away. "Don' hoi, on to me!" She strode on, saying

—

—

knew were bad words, though I had probably never heard them
was not meant to hear them.
She threatened me in some way that I can't now recall, probably didn't
comprehend then. But from the fear that I felt and remember, I can ap-

words that

I

before, probably

proximate the threat: "These niggers roun' here 'ull tear any white boy to
pieces who comes sniverin' and wantin' to be waited on and took home.
They'll cut off yo' ears." Clearly I remember the words she started crying

The Habits of Home
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mind who

at
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or to herself even, not even to God, but to somebody in her
any minute might stand before us at her incantation: "I know,
I know, I know!" She might have been singing an old song about Jesus:
"Jesus, don' I know, don' I know!" But I heard, rather, a wild and ominous
cry that I had never heard before not even in the frantic cadenzas round
'the Lamb's blood" and round what, till this day, I hear as "His gory."
The farther we walked, the faster our pace and the wilder Dotty Ruth's voice.
As we went under the dark of the camphors, she sang out for the whole street
to hear, "Even if I don' have my pick with me now, you'll git wat cha' been

then

me

—

—

hankerin' for. You'll see!"
I thought: Dotty Ruth might he gone crazy. And I was certain that whatever she was up to was bad. I thought of falling back and hiding round an
alley or behind the first bush big enough for cover; but in the dark of any
yard there would be eyes, unseen but seeing and possibly a voice from the
darkness Wat cha doin' here, boy? I thought of running back to the ice-cream
parlor and whispering to the man behind the fountain, "I'm lost." But, imagining all the black eyes on me and, at my whisper, all the loud laughter
around straws, I ran to catch up with Dotty Ruth. After all, she was in Papa's

—

I was her charge.
The house that we came to was the kind of house that white people had
lived in once. It had an iron fence round the yard, a shell path, and a banis-

pay; and

tered gallery. In the dappled moonlight it looked comfortable and cool, reminding you somehow of ripe figs and an old aunt with a pitcher of lemonade in her hand and a folding fan tied at her waist. But the iron gate was
missing, and the yard was thick with the growth of summer.
"This where you live?" I asked as we turned into the walk.
"This ain't never my house," she answered. Then remembering me, she
grabbed my arm and pulled me off the walk into the high grass. "Now you
stay off those shells." Her mouth was so close to my ear I felt her breath as
she whispered: "Stan' jis' right here where you is till I gits back." She held
my arm tight. "You hear me?" She shook me again. "Does you hear me?"
as in many times I had been caught in a dream, waiting
I felt caught
for some terror that had to come before I could wake and cry out. Of course,
even though in wonder, in courage
in dreams the final terror never came
perhaps, you kept your eyes shut and eagerly sought it amidst the flow of
waking thoughts and the disappearing dream.
Then Dotty Ruth was gone. Before my arm felt free of her grasp, she
had leapt through the weeds of the yard, had squatted on the gallery to look
under the low shade of the window as silent, all the while, as a shadow.
I heard her cry a wordless cry, saw her fling back the screen door. Then
I was sick. It was not so much the smell hanging yet in the air that made me
retch as it was the memory of it when her hand held me and I couldn't escape.
I pulled my shirt from my pants, wiped my eyes with its tail, blew my
nose, and breathed deep. There was a scream from the house, then the sound
of voices. I wondered Can I get home alone, lie under the hedge by the banquette until Papa and Mama came back from the play? I wouldn't tell on
Dotty Ruth; I was bound to her trust. Whatever was wrong, she and I would

—

—

—

:

have

to hide

it

together

— or be

discovered in

it

together. All

my

collusions
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with Lou, and those with my brother, had taught me that honor.
There was another scream from the house, but now my first anxiety was
for the rain that started to fall. Among the grasses there was something hard,
hurting my feet. I stooped to the ground it was the missing gate that I stood
on. The rain fell on my back. Then I touched a clammy and alive thing. It
jumped away. It was only a toad, but it frightened me. I leapt to the walk
and ran up the steps. As I reached for the screen it flew open. I jumped aside,
a man ran past me. He had his shoes in one hand and his clothes in the other
In the startling moment, I had seen the black hairs on his chest and down
his long body; then in the light from the hall I saw his brown shoulders and
brown buttocks in a dancing leap from the gallery. There was a moaning in
the house. I was standing in the doorway to catch the screen before it slammed.
Gently I let the screen close, then turned to the hall. The moaning had
ceased, but before I ventured a step, a strange voice shattered the silence:
"Take this, you black bitch! An' take this! An' take this!"
I looked round a door. Dotty Ruth lay on her back, her feet spread wide
on the matting of the floor. On her middle sat a long naked woman, her yellow
legs straddling the still body and holding it tight as if she might spur it and
go galloping away. I didn't run or cry out. Perhaps I had expected such a
scene terror that nightmares evade, that only reality abides, "You ain't
never '11 yell agin," the woman was saying. "Not even could they sew up yo'
;

—

win'pipe."
I stepped to the matting, sidled round in an effort to see Dotty Ruth's
face. But what I saw was the paring knife in the woman's lifted fist. Then
I saw it strike into Dotty Ruth's throat. "This is for lagniappe, and to make
sure!" I saw the the yellow breasts hanging above Dotty Ruth; they were
long and skinny, but at their nipples round and heavy. Dotty Ruth's hand
rose, then fell in an arc to the matting. I had seen the blood on its palm, on
fingers, as it lifted now I knew that the stain in the matting by Dotty Ruth's
shoulder was her blood. Perhaps I whimpered or spoke; I can't remember.
But suddenly the woman looked up at me; her eyes, huge and colorless, had
;

no

identity but fear.

is you, here in my house?" Her voice was apprehensive and low.
hadn't seen Dotty Ruth's eyes, or her face even. But I had seen her
hand fall. I was on my own now, and in a hostile place. I turned and ran
down the hall.
"Wait, boy! You hear me?"
In the yelled command there was a threat which only made me run faster,
banging open the screen and springing from the gallery to the shell.
The rain was a torrent upon me. But before I turned at the banquette,
I was thankful for its fall: no black men would be loitering on corners; no
one, peering from a doorway, would wonder at my running through such a
rain. The lightning and its quick thunder seemed a protection the blackness
of the camphors, a safe passage. My heart throbbed, but my legs were agile
and strong. I ran on, through the pelting rain, towards the streets that I knew
and the habits of home.

"Who
I

;

—
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Drowsing Over the Arabian Nights
• Thomas Kinsella

nodded. The books agree,

I

one hopes for too much.
ridiculous.

It is

We

are elaborate beasts.

If

we concur

in

our hunger

and

it is

only

—the

soiled gullet

—

.

sleep's airy nothing;

and the moist matter of

(

.

lust

women

the whole waste of

if

could be gathered like one pit

under swarming
then

all

might

man

.

.

.

act together)

;

and the agonies of death,
as

we

enter our endless nights

quickly, one

by one,

fire

darting up to the roots of our hair.

.

)

Not for Burning
• Biron Walker
The fancy

fills: this creature closer than
she comes who does not go and if she does
she stays. The shadow of her substance stays
to spark June apple days. ( It can, it can
Its dance prefigures thrusts of things when they
are waked and, taken by shining, find their own,
when sills of all five senses shade to one
!

fine sense.

Now, what am I to do, to say?
up to no good back down, come clean?
what I do, shed what I am? Her spell

should
Spill

I

me raveling over hill to hell
my heels but not the bloody stone?

should send
to bruise

Let the blue veins that marble her white skin
drain me; their ebbing pulse be my first fear,
sole source of fear? I should more sorely wear
her waste of flesh and spirit than my own?
I

think

it

better not.

Perhaps a

would shrink her

to size

fire

who breeds through one

other care a being less than here in
yet something more than now.

me

My course
put the scheme to her: only a witch
would burn.

is clear.

I

She links the chain about her neck
and locks herself demurely to the stake
saying

I'll

trouble you,

Her garments gone, a

sir,

for a match.

fragility like lace

outdoes her nakedness, and all my fuel
is turned by her to feed one glow, her smile,
and give to it the taunting glint of ice
in distant suns.

.

.

.

I say from her I learn
substance from shadow, not to doubt or traffic
with doubt you say what you damned well like.

—

What

this requires of

me

is to
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be borne.

or the

a

Allonym
•

J.

D. McClatchy

"Disappointing." There was the word that particularly annoyed Adrian
Holland. Disappointing. What did he mean this, this Edward Newton Crofton
by "disappointing"? How could he, with so much swagger and so little
style, proclaim that A Waste of Shame appears to be "less an achievement
than we have come to expect from a man whose first three novels justly earned
him an honored place among the true masters of modern French literature."
That smug verdict was typical of the lefthanded manner the whole Times
review displayed, and of which "disappointing" was the keynote.
And yet, curiously, this same Crofton had said earlier in the same article
where was it now? that the new work surpassed its predecessors with its
"typically
and a,dmirably French philosophical precision," and with its
"vivid accumulation of sensory detail" (James had put it better and more
briefly in "long-waisted," Holland remembered). Three paragraphs of praise
described the "ingenious plotting," "the brilliantly lighted contours of physical and psychological landscapes," and the "virtuosic portrayal of the nameless, crippled author through whose tortured consciousness pass the events
of his generation." And so on. Until that point in any review when genius is
summarized, competition dismissed, and laurels awarded. But at that point the
fellow suddenly becomes "uneasy" and diagnoses his "disappointment."
Then comes the condescending fuss prefaced, in cowardly fashion,
with a meek "one suspects" about "a noticeable absence of genuine feeling
this disturbing, almost aggressive disinterest in his author-hero
and the reader is finally chilled by the lack of that larger vision he anticipated from one of the few men capable of projecting it." Holland considered
that sort of vague objection oddly unsophisticated for a man whose dreadful
prose revealed him the editor's note merely confirmed it as one of those
many young, clever, untenured associates in upstate university Language Departments. One of those, no doubt, whose overcrowded classes were required
to read Holland's definitive Pascal and paperback Mallarme and had never
heard of Rene Philippe Marineau, "a true master of modern French literature" or whatever it was now, this man at whose expense their anxious teacher sought to advance his name and career by the notoriety of this review.
Sipping again at his cooling coffee, Holland mildly reprimanded himself
for angering at what he knew was just nonsense, though he could not help
wondering if others that morning had come casually to the same conclusion.
He began to speculate on the reactions of Elizabeth and Sam and Malcolm.
And JoUie, what was Jollie thinking now? Perhaps he should call her
witty comment right now would calm him back to the day's routine. He started
to fold up the paper when his eye caught once more, impulsively, that one
or a variation of it he was long accustomed to: "Marineau is
sentence

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

,

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—
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again fortunate in his translator (one might almost say, his collaborator).
usual, impeccable: both literal and literate."
in neatly with Croiton's betrayed sensibilities.

Adrian Holland's work is, as
Collaborator, was it? That fit
Yes, he would call JoUie,
to do anything else. He tossed

even at ten in the morning; he was too upset
the paper onto the coffee-table and started to-

ward the telephone

in his study, smiling, remembering Jollie's comment at
March, on their way to Rhodes it was, after they had been chatted
at by Claude Batique, who was then making new-wave splashes in Paris and on
his way to Rome to be awarded for them. "A witless life and a titless wife" was
Jollie's reaction after two martinis in the airport lounge, and he was certain
Batique heard it, and after paying for the drinks at that
He dialed her number, as he often did, so quickly that his finger slipped
on the last digit a bothersome nine and slowly he called again. Listening
for the ring, he absently studied the portrait on the panelled wall ahead of
him a line-drawing by Matisse of the head of Apollonaire. That poet's scribbled staire seemed, in turn, to gaze toward the tall draped window beyond
which stretched the moral wilderness of Manhattan and beneath which lay
the sullen Park where Holland walked for half an hour each morning to
his taxi on Fifth Avenue. Yet it was not of those worn rocks and branchless
trees he thought now, impatient for an answer, but of Jollie in the spring,
in the morning, with coffee on their small roof-garden at Lindos, spying with
those silly pearl opera-glasses across the coved, metallic bay on the early
tourists, in their plaid shorts and sunglasses and straw hats, climbing on
drugged donkeys the steep dirt path toward the ancient ruined acropolis, and
of his climbing one morning the narrow white stone steps with cool melon
slices, and .lollie turning in surprise to say
"Hello?" Damn, it was only the housekeeper; she was probably not up

Orly

last

—

—

—

.

.

.

yet.

"Good morning, Margaret, it's Mr. Holland. Is Mrs. Rodgers up yet by
any chance?"
"Oh yes, Mr. Holland, good morning to you, sir. Yes, Mrs. Rodgers is
up and gone two hours ago. No, over two hours by this time. Gone to the
Colliers in Philadelphia for the long weekend, you know."
"Yes, yes, that's right, I must have forgotten." Collier, Collier, Clark
Collier, banking bore, orchestra patron. He was certain Jollie had never mentioned this trip, and he had dined with her on Tuesday night, only three days
before.

you the number there, Mr. Holland."
thank you anyway, Margaret, I won't bother her. Just

"I can give
^'No, no,

tell

her

I called, that's all."

He

replaced the receiver deliberately, puzzled, even worried, by Jollie's
it spite, or had he just forgotten how independent she needed to
feel? As he tried to determine a difference between the two, the other pressures of the day made it difficult to focus a decision. Sam would settle that.
Sam would settle it all; he had to. Holland went over to the window and drew
the drapes on long lines of silent, stalled traffic. He watched in the glass as
he squared his jacket and straightened his tie, its silk threads scratching on
silence.

Was
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which even the most elegant pen could not help but harden. Then
suddenly turning back to the desk, he gathered up his papers into an initialed
briefcase and hurried out of his apartment without an overcoat on what he
had heard was, not only the first of April, but the first warm day of the
his callus,

new

year.

The

elevator's annoyingly efficient hum, for some reason, forced Holland
admit to himself that the real cause of his muted anger this morning was
having seen Elizabeth last night, after almost two years. He thought back on
JoUie's divorce proceedings, on their tearful, absurd operatics, on her convulsing the judge by remarking with a smirk that her husband complained
she "made love like an eager, clumsy cellist." How different with Elizabeth
and him. There was no divorce, no need for one since neither would marry
again and certainly no lonely spasms of regret by either or at least by him.
The eight years of their marriage five of love and three more of loyalty
had simply run out one day. For too long their surprises had been used up
and they had had to begin to make promises to one another, until six years
ago they had just let go of each other. For a while, at parties with unsuspecting and later embarrassed hosts, he had seen her and spoken and smiled. But
he had his work to do, and until last night felt he had forgiven her too often.
And then last night, last night, alone in the theater at a dull play and duller
lobby, he glimpsed again that pale, withdrawn beauty of the sort Botticelli
might have borrowed, there, in her eyes and hair where it had always been
and had not yet paled, and he realized then that it was Elizabeth in Sonata
No. 3, and it was Elizabeth who was the Algerienne giving him trouble in
to

;

—

—

Still Life.

A

made Holland look up through the opening metal layers of
to the doorman. He crossed quickly into the Park, then
path to a steadier pace. It was even warmer out than had been

slight jolt

the elevator and

slowed on

its

nod

predicted, reminding

him

that

it

was time again

the rounds and concentrate on Still Life

to leave the city, to escape

—Marineau's La Nature Morte. Peru-

Cannes, Palma, Tangier, Rhodes last year and perhaps again. In each of
those others, he had been able to watch his hands perspire as he wrote, hoping
in turn that the effects of energy could cause it to occur. But in Rhodes it had
been so hot he had cut out pieces of blotter and put them on his elbows with
rubberbands to keep his pages dry. Rhodes was good; it was hot and it hurt
and he had finished A Waste of Shame and knew it was good despite that
damn reviewer.
An ugly, red child crying on top of a rock caught Holland's attention,
but its swift and unnecessary rescue shifted his interest and eye lower, to
a daffodil's green, bulbous spears hoisting leaves, matted and black with
winter, like banners in some monotonous triumph. The coming of spring
never surprised him, unlike most who, at least, let themselves be surprised,
or hoped to be. It was like the news of a friend's death, which he always felt
he had somehow vaguely anticipated for that very moment all along. It was
gia,

like his success. It

was

like his secret.

kept walking, and tried to remember if that was the word Elizabeth
had used the night they returned late from the ballet and he asked how she
had enjoyed the evening. Was it "disappointing"? Decevoir. Une soiree

He
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decevante. But perhaps

something

to

prompt

it

was another word, or

just a tone, a silence even,

his joke about her not appreciating Balanchine's an-

She hadn't laughed or spoken, sitting there on his
bed's edge, brushing the curled grace from her hair, stroking into it nervous
lines of light from his reading lamp: damp amber leaves sighted in beige

gular, athletic ballerinas.

—

shadows. He had walked over or had he been lying there watching her?
but when he touched her shoulder, it shivered slightly as though for an insect.
"You know, Adrian," she said evenly, "sometimes you're so goddam sensitive, you make me sick. Really. Sick. Just too sick to leave, I suppose."
"Now what brought that on?" he asked in a few seconds, trying to make
his voice sound more upset than it was.
She went on without listening to him. "That's what is disappointing."
Now she turned to accuse his forced concern. "That's not the right word. You
could tell me what I should be saying, couldn't you? If you knew what I
wanted to say. It's you. It's you."
He looked up in surprise, having emerged suddenly from the Park at
Fifth Avenue, shielding his eyes from the glare to spot a cab. But one was
waiting by the curb twenty feet ahead of him, as if by appointment.
He had difficulty opening the back door, and felt foolish yanking at
the stuck hinge. The driver, he noticed, never even looked around. When the
door loosened enough for Holland to wedge through, he pushed his briefcase
in first and edged himself toward the middle of the cracked leatherette. The
taxi smelled of smoked fish and urine. It was too late, he supposed, to switch
cabs, so he resigned himself to it as he had to so much. And as he looked up

head his instructions, his face, lightly scarred by adolescence and more deeply by time, looked annoyed and perspiring in the speckled
mirror. The stiff, almost grey hair seemed too long to suit the face, and he
was uncertain whether its length was a concession to current fashion or to
the paresse he had felt recently, but he resolved to have it trimmed next week,
perhaps before he left.
"Purnell's, 47th and Madison," he said, leaning forward. The driver
turned his head slightly, whether to hear or acknowledge, and Holland tried
not to look at the dark, dirty hole in the side of the man's head where his ear
should have been. Just beneath it was an uneven cluster of discolored skin
rimmed with old scab, and the frame of his glasses was held near the hole by
a small strip of once-white adhesive tape. There's just the touch for Witold:
clean up nature's wounds a bit, replace the scab with a silk patch, perhaps have
the Algerienne flick her tongue around the absence of an ear. Except the
banker, it might be more effective on the banker. Well, it would be easy
enough to work it in somewhere. He would make a note of it at the office.
But now, as the taxi moved uneasily through the heavy mid-morning Manhattan traffic, Holland felt as though he were in a thick liquid of heat and
stench. He closed his eyes tightly, held his breath as best he could, and almost
slouched to lean his head back. He felt very tired and his stomach was tightening. Sam would take care of that.
to give the driver's

*

The brakes slammed him awake
fallen asleep.

He

*

as

glanced quickly out the

much

as did the surprise of

window and saw, above

having

the oversized
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&

glass doors, the graceful gilt etched in sand stone: John Purnell
Sons, Inc.
* Publishers of Fine Books * Est. 1897. Last night had apparently bled its

own

plea and, over Fine Books, had sprayed in outraged red: PEACE, NOW.
a quarter less than the usual fare, and Holland debated

The meter showed

whether to give it to the driver. Like compliments, he rarely gave tips, not
because he felt they were rarely deserved, but because he felt neither the
gratitude nor the fear that force most into giving more than they should,
often more than they can. He reached into his breast pocket where he always
kept two dollar bills for his taxi, and handed them up over his seat, studying
more carefully this time the details of wax and dirt and scab. When the
driver turned to take his fare, he suddenly gave Holland an incredibly gentle
smile, as though of understanding, even of forgiveness, unnerving him into
forgetting to ask for change as he had intended. Peace. Now: he grabbed the
handle and shoved his shoulder against the door, which this time opened
easily, as he realized he should have expected, given the morning's small
ironies.

Well, at least he hadn't talked of the weather or the mayor or the Mets,
hadn't said "Thanksmac," or pulled rudely off before he had shut the door.
In fact, as Holland maneuvered across the crowded sidewalk toward the entrance, he looked back to see the taxi still at the curb, its silent driver still smiling at him in the strangest way. He put it all out of his mind, however, when
he pushed through the glass into the familiar artificial atrium, with its live
geraniums and bamboo and powerized waterfalls, its elaborate display of the
firm's recent best-sellers, and its very live receptionist, herself a best-seller
he guessed. Good morning. Miss Tumulty. Sorry: Gail (no, Gayle). He put
his head down and, as though by force, made his way to the small door behind
some bushed cupid which led to the gray, echoic stairway. His office was only
two flights up.
The position of Consulting Foreign Editor for Purnell's gave Holland
virtual control of its business with translations, and occupied the three or
four hours of his day when he wished to get away from his study and himself.
His office was just next to the stairwell and, though not as small, it was almost
as severe as the cell of some medieval monk. When he opened the door and
switched on the soft fluorescent ceiling, he had to narrow his eyes against
the light which made the walls ordinarily the color of new cheese, seem as
white as title pages.
He put his briefcase down on one of the two low bookcases to the right
and fingered through the day's mail neatly piled on his drawerless desk. Nothing of note, except a new novel from Paris by an author whose last book he
against. II faut que le roman reconte, and his hadn't. There was
manuscript translation (from Henry, on the coast) whose margins
were already smudged with comments. Who read these things before they
came to his desk he had never learned and did not specially care since he knew
that, with Sam, he had final word in farming out, supervising and approving
the published translations. And it was he who had to write those letters of
recommendation or remonstrance or regret, all usually so cynical they
sounded sincere. He sat down with the typescript and thought proudly of the
care with which he chose a translator, avoiding the hack who'd find a hasty

had advised
also a
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from a cheap dictionary for the last syllable of recorded time, as
well as that free soul who for the spirit of the passage missed the flesh of the
substitute

word. No, he would allow only the man who, like himself, was willing to
submit to the discipline of discovery, to the patient search for a word's
history and image, to the precision of phrase and feeling. And who, like himself, thought of translating as a real and important art in itself. After all,
what had begun for Holland as an exercise for his nerves had become through
the years a necessity, a compulsion even. For having established the classics
and explored his contemporaries, he felt he had not only set new standards for
his art but had found the secret for his own work as well. It was English
that had kept his efforts mismatched with his intention
not the language
itself but the knowledge of it. And so he had found
had had to find Marineau's French in order to refind what had always been his but had been
obscured in the genius of others. Now the alien clarity of Marineau's prose
made words themselves like the events or ideas or emotions they sought to
express, events imagined by memory or remembered by imagination, abstracted from the annotation of detail, isolated from their time into beauty,
and set with exact freedom as emblems of the truest experience of his art. It all
came back to translation.
For a third time he reread Henry's opening paragraph unable to concentrate on its practiced accuracies, and finally he put it down, leaving it for
next week. Would he have time then? Was he letting too much go? He was
becoming more anxious to talk with Sam and checked his watch. It was too
early for lunch, but by the time he had done a little deskwork, gathered up
Sam and walked the three blocks through dusty, gaseous sunlight, had his custom martini with two drops of Black Label, ordered and settled, by then
it would be time for lunch, though he doubted he would be at all hungry.
For this half hour or so, he called the airlines and his travel agent, who questioned his choice of Rhodes again but assured him of a booking and said he
would try for rooms in Paris from the end of next week but he couldn't
promise anything. Who could? Uncertain but satisfied, Holland buzzed for
a secretary from the pool and dictated a few perfunctory letters, one to Henry
to say he was halfway through his manuscript and would be back to him
soon. To this, he added a cryptic postscript, reminding Henry of Zola's comment on writing "C'est un triste metier ^ There is less self-pity in that evaluation than one expects, Holland was thinking when the girl interrupted to ask
the spelling of that last word, the one in French. He told her just to leave out
the whole thing and with a grin left the office, turned slowly into the dusky

—

—

—

:

stairwell

down

a flight to the carpeted silence of executive suites.

Beyond the enameled information

{q.v.s. samuelson/ president) on the
Holland could see Sam in the outer office, gesturing with
speechless determination to a man whose face was too small for his head
off-center and bunched above a fleshy, chinless neck. If, as they said, Sam
and himself could easily pass for brothers, Holland speculated, then he must,
decidedly be the elder version of his crisp younger self there, with its tapered
pin-stripe and tanned face, creased with confidence. He liked Sam, he always
had, and their friendship had been strengthened by their business dealings,
usually the topic of these weekly Friday lunches. Except when manuscripts

glass partition,

—a
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or contracts were to be discussed, Sam tried to invite, for their mutual amusement, a "character" to join them. Holland reminisced, as he waited without
intruding, on the anecdotal editors and enthusiastic anthologists he had put
up with. Or those dark-eyed, sleepless Italian counts who drank too much
(all Italians struck Sam and Holland both as elegant psychotics). A literary
M.P., an occasional Parisian, or that mid-Western sports writer Sam spotted
him now and held up a helpless, one-minute finger that sports writer whose
radical opinions on basketball, he boasted out of the side of his mouth, were
as popular in Nebraska as pigs in Palestine. For every Malraux or Simenon
they had quietly enjoyed, there had been some unendurable freak like the
Bolivian poet with an Irish name who composed only in numbers and whose
latest epical work added up to 360,330
he'd never forgotten that number
which coincided with and was meant to celebrate, the man said proudly, the
population of LaPaz.
The door opened now on Sam leading his man whose awkward face
seemed angry but out of place, and obviously impatient with the soft declensions of courtesy Sam was escorting him with down the corridor. When he
returned, Holland put on a tortured look and asked, "Is he this week's punishment.
"Lord, no. How are you, Adrian?" Sam answered loudly. Without
waiting for Holland's shrug, he explained with a wink, "That, I'll have you
know, was the esteemed president of the printers' union. But now that you
mention it, he may be just the man."
"Come on, let's go," Holland pleaded, grabbing Sam's arm with a smile.
"The last thing I need today is a harangue on workers' rights from someone
in a clip-on tie!"
Sam smiled. "You win. Where to?" he called over his shoulder as he
went back into his office. "I want to let Mrs. Lauffer know where we'll be."
"I don't really care. How about Amstel's?" They both liked Dutch food.
"Fine. I'll be with you in a minute."
Holland caught himself clenching his teeth and could see in the glass the
bone bulging the tips of his jaw. Should he rehearse himself? No, he decided
against any preparation, since his mind was made up and he had purposely
kept from thinking about it all morning, hoping perhaps to upset himself
with what he knew would jolt Sam, He merely hoped it would come out
straight, reversing the order of the need as it had been occurring to him.
"All set?" Sam was suddenly there.
"All set."
On the elevator they joked about their third for lunch last month
Polish philosopher who spoke only what seemed to be a very poor German,
but who never stopped talking and ordered chicken salad for dessert.

—

—

—

—

"How do I know?'' His face grew stem with sympathy. "How do you
think I know after all these years? You just snapped at that waiter for being
late with your drink, that's one. And for another, you've been quieter than
usual and louder when you have spoken. No games now, Adrian, what is it?
That Times review?"
Cautious and now even somewhat

catty,

Holland only stared

at his glass
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with what Sam took to be a pout, and this confirmed his suspicions. "Good
Lord, Adrian, you know you're the only man alive who could find anything
at all upsetting in that piece. He loved it. And besides, sales are fine. You

know

that."

"I

know

that he said it was 'disappointing'."
that off with a cliche. "So what do

Sam shook

you care what he says?"

"I don't really, or at least I'm not supposed to," Holland said slowly,
bringing his eyes up to Sam. "But all that praise was just so much throat-

clearing to get to his vicious little attack." Sam turned his palms up to protest
again a publisher's duty but Holland cut him off. "No, let's not go into

—

—

that. That's

want to talk
have it then."

not what

I

to

you about anyway."

"All right, let's
How could he put

Try

to

make

it

it, or how to begin? Best just to let it be said for him.
sound reasonable and determined. And each word came out

as distinct as a syllable.

want out."
Sam's eyes puckered. "Out?" he asked. "What do you mean, out?"
He knows exactly what I mean, Holland thought. Why isn't that enough?
"You know exactly what I mean. Our arrangement. I want things set straight.
"I

Publicly."

In a tone of voice Holland found unexpectedly calm, Sam asked, "And
suggest I go about that?"
say, Briskin,
"I don't know. Could you call in some decent journalist
and tell him the
or Hallowell in Londen even, he could handle it tastefully
real situation? And wait till I'm gone, next week or so? Of course, I realize
matters will have to be arranged in France." Better stop there for a minute
to gauge Sam's reaction. The hardest part was out and over. He hadn't done
it neatly, but he had done it and his throat felt thick with anticipation.

how would you

—

—

Evidently Sam's calm was wearing off into sarcasm. "Let me go over this
well, in effect, to plant the literary bombshell
You want me to
of the decade. To make it known that there is no such author as Rene Philippe
Marineau, that he is just a hired front for Adrian Holland, who poses as the
translator but is actually the author of the most distinguished series of novels
written in the last six years. The fact is, gentlemen," he addressed his imaginary stunned audience in a hoarse whisper, "the fact is that Mr. Holland not
only prefers to write French and English versions of his books simultaneously
that is the least of
well, you can ask him that yourself. But
in order to, to
it
he has also insisted that they can be published only if an allonym is used,
."
which has put our mutual firm under enormous pressures that have taxed
As if on cue, a waiter had come up and asked if you gentlemen would
care for another drink, even while looking at their glasses which the conversation had kept almost untouched. Holland and Sam shared an awkward,
anxious stare which hardened the eyes of both until Holland shook his head
without looking up and Sam declined with a more gracious smile which the

once more.

—

.

—

.

.

—

.

.

waiter returned and left.
The pause, fortunately, seemed to have relaxed the tension, and Sam
shifted in his seat, perhaps to accommodate his uneasiness, but his voice grew
intimate.
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"All right, I'm sorry to sound off at you, Adrian, but I must admit your
request caught me off guard." Holland began to hear a professional condescension in Sam's survey of his reaction. "Besides, I asked you the wrong
question. Logically, the first question ought to be 'why?' Why this? Why

now?"
"Raison de coeur, cher ami. No explanations necessary." He had tried
make that sound natural, but Sam's sudden, almost angry answer made
him realize how foolish he had been to hope it would succeed. But what else

to

could he say?
"Good God, Adrian, you don't seriously expect me to accept that, do
you? After all it was you who initiated the whole thing, you who insisted
on the arrangements. I went along because you were because you are my
friend, and your novel was so damn good." He groped to give his accuracy
its effect. " 'The security of secrecy': that w^as your phrase as I recall. And if
that was what allowed you to work well, and those were the only conditions
under which you'd allow us to proceed, then you didn't give me much choice.
But you know as well as I do all the planning and expense that went into this
fraud hiring and maintaining a 'recluse author' in France, and the rest. Too
many deals have been made for you to back out this late and this suddenly!."
Sam sat back in his chair, the last touch to the finality of his assessment
and it provoked Holland to a plea more grim than he had meant. "Yes, that
was the only way I could work then, the only way that made sense and peace.
But it doesn't work anymore, or at least I don't want it to work anymore.
I don't know why. Honestly. You'll have to do something, though. H not, I'll
do it myself."
"Without the firm behind you, I doubt you'd accomplish anything more
than making yourself appear very silly," he said, leaning forward. "Besides,
you were never one for publicity or acclaim. You've never minded being
thought of as just a translator. Is there someone behind this? Jollie perhaps?"
Holland smiled into the martini he was about to drink and shook his head.
"Well she's the only one other than myself and Cohn in Paris and
Marineau, of course who is in on this. Elizabeth doesn't know, does she?"
Again he shook his head, but this time he hadn't smiled and must have
hesitated long enough for Sam to ask again: "It's Elizabeth behind all this,

—

—

—

—

—

isn't it?"

Of course

it

was Elizabeth who was behind

tance, the refusal to admit

"Well,

it

all this.

Then why

the reluc-

earlier to himself?"

it?"

is

He was stumbling now, unconvincing
but convinced. "She doesn't know, so far as I can tell. But I want her to."
"Then why not just phone and tell her. Or write. I'll tell her. Anything."
His common sense missed the point, and Holland was beginning to feel as he
"Maybe.

Partly. I'm not sure yet."

had in the taxi: closed in yet desperately distanced.
"No, I want her to read about it. She'll realize from that that I'm tired
of translating. Or I will." There, that was it, as exact as he could say it, and
as inadequate.

"That sounds pretty childish,
"Look, Sam, I assure you this

if
is

you ask me."
no casual crise

d'identite.

I

am

tired."
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it after your trip," he said expanare tied, Adrian. There are so many publishing
and financial arrangements, it would take a good while to untangle them. It's
not as simple as you make it sound. In fact, it's a lot easier to set up something like this than it is to upset it, so to speak. And by that time you may

"Well,

I tell

"Right

sively.

you what.

Let's talk about

now my hands

even regret having done it."
With an uncanny sense of dramatic timing, the same waiter approached

and told Mr. Samuelson that his secretary was calling and the
the lobby if you'll follow me. "Thank you," Sam said and turned
explain he was expecting a call from the coast and had told Mrs. Lauffer to

their table

phone
to

is in

him here when it came through.
be right back," he said, visibly relieved for the interruption. In his
hurry to leave, he even knocked against the table enough to rustle the service

contact
"I'll

and

jolt the glasses.

As he sat watching his gin spin lower, settling toward the center, Holland
doubted he had the courage, perhaps even the interest, to resume his request,
and he knew Sam would be grateful if he didn't. What had seemed, at first,
an eager frustration, an obstructed escape, now seemed more like resignation,
a comfortable inability, an easy unwillingness. Rhodes would probably restore
his discipline: permit him to ignore what he needed and to concentrate on
what he could use.
He finished off his drink and held it up to signal for another. These
things calmed his stomach and his nerves and his conscience. After all, there
was no reason for Elizabeth to know. Chances were she wouldn't guess his
meaning; she never had. He remembered now how many things he had had
to explain to her, how often he had wondered how she could fail to notice
what seemed to him so obvious or unusual. Yes, he had always managed better
on his own, had seen better in secret and never better than since his divorce.
What was that Rimbaud said? "/e est un autre." That was it.

—

Sonnet
To

My Daughter on

Her

First Birthday

• Dana Scott
continuous. The flower
seed we plant with hope today, will be
Tomorrow's honey. Love ruled the hour
Of your birth, and like a new growing tree
Spreads fresh and branchlike, outward from its source
To bud and bloom and make the love we knew as two
Become a stronger thing, whose force
Was strengthened and was beautified by you.

Beauty

is

Whose

Beauty

is

continuous.

You know

as child

Bear

and spread

May

fruit

And

the love

grows as you grow, and

will

as tree's fruit spreads the grove.

your life know joy, and that joy instill
Love and beauty as strong as seeds from sod,
Whose life is spent in growing towards their God.

• T. Alan Broughton

the love you bear
makes the once lamed womb
return again to growing flesh
that clings forbidden and tensely curled
It is

that

The
Cleansing

in a soft cleft of darkened walls.
You, the victim of our lusts,

choosing to keep our casual seed,

now

feel a different probe,

cold reason's scraping after the fact,

and waking dulled from painless sleep
white walls of an empty room

to the

you are

left

cradled in petals

of a clean, dead flower.

• Archibald Henderson

Chandeliers branch out of space to light
the satellites with stars and watchful planets.

By
Wings

At

intervals the sun drops out of sight.

At

intervals a

moon

appears for minutes.

Each sanguine operative is a drudge
ambling at undrownable heights to rules.
Each vehicle obeys a balky grudge
of Adam's kin against the law that schools
bodies to permanence on earth.
rattled or in the

By wings

atmosphere by

jet

a pilot arcs to logarithms, rings

the world and leaves a generation set
for generations. Thrust like a mighty shot
into the system of the universe

each exploit imitates a stumbling sot
threading the

murky stairway with

to the uncertainty of
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bed or

cot.

a curse

Three Poems by Joseph Meredith

Unborn Child

Ballade to the

Looking hack on a

We

all

life

as yet unlived.

begin the same; traumatized

into wailing, bloody-wet, hungry,

lurching into light, scrutinized

by practiced hands, who, though not angry,
thump us hard enough to make us cry,
then, professionally, tie and dry us off
and years go by before we vaguely see
we live between the birth-cry and the cough.

By

the year that you were ten you realized
what made father stem or mother angry;
why your older brothers kept their prized
possessions from you or how the crooked tree
(so tall at five) you fell from could ever be
shrunk so small beside the garden trough
where once you peed. Before long you'll agree
we live between the birth-cry and the cough.

After thirty years synchronized
with God's will, redeemed by His hungry
blood, laboring in a schematized
existence, but with a loving, growing family,
(more perhaps than you deserve to be
loved) you do your best to slough off
those mocking, morbid moments when you see

We

live

between the birth-cry and the cough,

ENVOI
Your

old ears hear, or think they hear, sanitary
where it began, but doze off.
You feel the pain, then dark eternity.
"Was that a baby's cry?" "No, I think a cough."
nurses, here
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Of Walks and Wanderings
TO W.

J.

M.

There's a brook in Wissonoming
that used to catch my ear
when, walking with my father
around the turn of the year,
we'd gather up the Spring.
There's a rock-ford in Tacony
that laughed in my boyish eye
when, wandering with my father
through Summer grass this high,
he'd promise me a pony.
Father'd stand there reaching
for a

Tookany willow-whip

and, silhouetted by the sun,
his arching back and tilted hip
made it look like he was stretching
into something like a

while

bow

the string that curved him,
or the shaft that flew away
still

I,

on journeys that unnerved him,
question where I go.

Be a Red Haired

Girl

come with me, Chris,
out through the gate
down below the moon kissed
trees where grass beds wait,
and we'll fall quickly down
to watch the Hunter roll around
Summer's star-specked sky.
When the last birds of evening fly
Please,

back to their nests and mates
we'll squeeze beneath the mist.

Be a red-haired

girl

with a bit of grace
not with carrot-curls
but roan wisps about your face,
and we'll fall quickly down
and spin the night around.
When morning dampens us with dew;

your frantic mother calls to you.
from our secret place
and tell her of the world.

we'll gallop
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A

Most Peculiar

War

* Sam Elkin
As wars go, the Crimean War (1853-1856) was hardly anything to
home about. But as one of the most peculiar and useless big wars ever

write

fought in the history of mankind's sorry histories of war, the Crimean tragicomedy was marked by a bizarre kind of madness. Full of futile gallantry,
slaughter, and incompetence on all sides, when it was over and the participants sat down to work out a treaty they completely forgot to settle the question that started the very war in the first place.
Since that was the kind of a war it was at its close, one should not be
too surprised to discover that at its beginning British army officers landed
at Gallipoli with their servants, civilian clothes, luggage (the Duke of Camand some
bridge's filled 17 carts) their favorite horses and favorite wives
even brought Mother along.
The French were more military, though superbly French at all times.
in gold-laced uniforms, plumed
They went off to war "dressed to kill"
helmets, and sabers that went clickety-clackety-clickety every step of the way

—

,

—

on or off the battlefield.
Most of the British officers were noble aristocrats who considered war
a romantic, glamorous way of life especially invented for the benefit of romantic, glamorous noble aristocrats. Many of them paid good hard cash to buy
their commands since this was also a way of life in Victorian England. The
army was loaded with glory-seeking, corseted, narrow-waisted officers of even
narrower-minded vision. Cavalry officers, particularly, were known as "aristocratic horsemen" or "plungers" or "tremendous swells." They went around
flip-flopping in and out of their clubs and pubs, tweaking their flowing mustachios and fracturing the King's English by exchanging their r'5 for w's;
i.e., "vewwy" and "howwid" and "sowwy." According to Cecil WoodhamSmith, a brilliant present day historian of the Crimean War, they affected
"elegant boredom, yawned a great deal," grunted "loud and meaningless
exclamations of Haw! Haw!" and today we often see them magnificently
satirized in English films.

Though

the French and English were allies, they mistrusted each other.
whom they were protecting from Russia, France,

Yet, both detested the Turks,

a Catholic nation, and England, a Protestant nation, and Turkey, a Mohammedan empire, were aligned against Russia, a Greek Orthodox nation in those
days and quite impossible to imagine today. The bone of contention between
them was the guardianship rights to Palestinian holy places, though only
England made no claim to them.
How then did England get herself into the mess? G. M. Trevelyan puts it
succinctly in his History of England: "The Crimean War
was merely
because the English people
a foolish expedition to the Black Sea, made
.

.
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were bored with peace" which had lasted for nearly half a century.
With that as a premise for war no wonder it all began when monks of
the Roman Catholic Church, backed by France, were granted front-door
keys to the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. Monks of the Greek Orthodox Church, backed by Russia, protested both the key-giving and the Catholic
monks' attempt to place a silver star over the Manger. Confounding the situation even more was the fact that the church porter, a Mohammedan, was in
charge of the site on land governed by Turkey.
Does anyone ever come out of a religious argument unscathed? The
answer is not even monks. One of them threw a punch, another one caught
a punch, still another one answered with a punch, and before the dust settled,
half a dozen or more Orthodox monks had gone to meet their Maker.
Immediately, Russia accused Turkey of instigating murder. Turkey rejected the Russian charges. Russian troops invaded Moldavia and Walachia.
Turkey declared war on Russia. France and England joined Turkey. Sardinia
threw her might in on the side of the allies for reasons best described as
obscure. The Sardinians made their distinct contribution to the Crimean
charade, however: they had a marvelous band which played operatic arias

—

to perfection.

Thus began a war which, from this hindsight view of history, looks like
comic opera or an exercise in Theater of the Absurd. One military historian
of the period characterized the peculiarities of the Crimean War as "general
insanity." He might have been alluding to Lord Cardigan who led the monstrous disaster that Tennyson glorified as The Charge of the Light Brigade.
Cardigan had his private yacht anchored in Balaclava Harbor, from which
he deported each morning to do battle, to which he retired each evening for
dinner and a good night's rest, all of which he had permission to do from the
Commander-in-Chief himself. Lord Raglan.
From a twentieth century viewpoint, there were other odd happenings,
such as visitors visiting on the field of battle. They came by the score out of
England. Not soldiers, not official observers, not even newspapermen. Just
a

visitors, tourists, sightseers, spectators; doctors, lawyers,

businessmen, trades-

men, Indian Chiefs probably, if England had had any. They simply booked
passage from England and arrived in Russia to see what they could do to
help or just to see what they could see. All were cordially accepted by the
British Army and, in most instances, were allowed to go where they pleased,
even if they wished to visit soldiers on the front lines of battle.
When Protestant clergymen arrived to counter the influence of Catholic
clergymen who had arrived to counter the influence of Protestant clergymen,
that might seem to be the very height of something or other. But Mrs. Woodham-Smith writes of an incident that took place during the battle of Inkerman which actually tops it because it could not have happened in any other
war but the Crimean War.
A British officer and his men were in serious danger of being destroyed
by the Russians. Suddenly he caught sight of another group of British soldiers
nearby. Frantically, he rushed up to the officer, apologized for intruding and
asked for help as follows:
"Excuse me," he said, "but we are in the dickens of a mess. Can you

—
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come over and help us?
merston's."
With

was introduced

I

to

you

last

summer

at

Lady

Pal-

madness running rampant through spectators and parwhat could possibly be odd about the act that Lady Errol
arrived in the Crimea with her Captain husband
and her French maid. Or
that Mrs. Duberly gaily rode out on patrols with her captain husband. Or
that Lord George Paget, who had married the beautiful Lady George Paget
only a few days before he left for war, grew so homesick for her that he gave
up his command of the 4th Light Dragoons, returned home to his wife, then
had a change of heart about his service and departed for the Crimea again
that kind of

ticipants alike

this

—

time with his wife.

For the Crimean War, remember, the catch-phrase was "general insanity"

—so why should

all the insanities be confined to the British?
Part of the French army landed on Crimean soil in a little town called
Eupatoria. French officers handed the town mayor a summons to surrender.
The mayor promptly surrendered with one condition.

"Any troops who land must consider themselves in quarantine until they
can be medically examined."
llie mayor went on to explain that his garrison consisted of two hundred
bed-ridden invalids.
And the Turks had a bad moment when they flew into a hasty headlong
retreat towards Balaclava. But as they dashed past the camp of the British
93rd Highlanders, the furious wife of a soldier appeared to whack them on
the back for "trampling on her washing laying out to dry in the sun."
And the Russians, of course. Before the battle of the Alms, Prince
Menschikoff, the Russian Commander-in-Chief, arranged for a party to which
he invited many young ladies from Sebastopol. The ladies were to watch the
destruction of the British army, and what's wrong with having a refreshing
picnic lunch while watching a war?
The Prince conducted his party from the heights of a series of slippery
terraces which, he had been assured, the enemy could not possibly scale.
History records a beautiful day that day. The young ladies arrived "in
open carriages, with hampers and bottles of champagne, wearing light summer dresses and carrying parasols."
Prince Menschikoff had erected a special platform for the ladies so that
they might watch the battle below "as if they were in a box at the theater."
There was much delight among the lovely ladies as they viewed the
British army marching across the plains towards the Russian army. They
particularly admired the uniforms of the British infantry
masses of scarlet with white cross belts advancing across the plain.
With intermittent rapturous cries of admiration, the young lovely ladies
munched their chicken, sipped their champagne, peered through their opera
glasses, flung a promising wink or two at a promising Russian officer or
two or theree or four
indeed, such a jolly good time was had by all
until the "general insanity" of the Crimea exploded all over.
The British stormed the heights of Alma, sending pretty picnickers
squealing and fleeing helter-skelter, their chicken and champagne, their shawls,
.

—

—
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parasols, hats, pearl-handled opera glasses
petticoat left behind.
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and "unaccountably," one lone

Over 300,000 men from all the armies involved lost their lives in the
Crimean War. What began it, the matter of keys, silver star, and guardianship
rights to Palestianian holy places, was never even mentioned in The Treaty
of Paris which was signed on March 30, 1856. One politician of the time
proudly announced that "the Treaty of Paris checked Russian influence in
Europe."

Today it is no exaggeration to say that the only event worth remembering about the Crimean blunder was a woman by the name of Florence Nightingale. Still, there are three other items we do have to contend with down to
this very day.
One is Tennyson's preposterous poem which should have been interred
with Errol Flynn.
The other two items are fashion notes. That loose-fitting coat with sleeves
extending to the neck which we call the raglan sleeve was left to us by Designer-Commander-in-Chief, Lord Raglan.
And from James Thomas Brudnell otherwise the seventh Earl of Cardigan, Lord Cardigan, the ship-to-shore man
we have the worsted jacket
known as the cardigan.

—

—

—

To an Imprisoned Lover
• Robert

When your

eyes'

J.

mind

Cornet

follows

the torque of a bolt

turned through green
think of the

steel

own improbable
woman.

and discovers

its

Suppose you will both
be drowsing in dense grass,
rigid where your bodies
have not tempered it;
further suppose
you will feel her hair,
blown slowly by cautious breath,
exploring the folds of your palms
couching her head.
Consider: then
she may share,
in her green eyes' turn,
the self's green ravel:
green and open
as matted grass,
green

beyond

all walls.

posture,

-

Dog
Is

My

at

Feet

he asleep? dreaming?

on his back,
rear

paw

upraised,

eye-white cracking

through the half

drawn

lids? thin

belly heaving

out and in?

Poems

The paws tremble
ears stiffen
at the death

which he

to

"Come

back,

back,"

I

And he
with

listens.

come

call.

returns

—

all

the terror
like bright flies

sticking to
his frightened eyes.
I

cradle

his

head

brush off

dead
fear that

hangs about
his churning
throat.

Together we
return from far.
I

also

know

what such dreams
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are.

The Tooth Point
After she died

no one
needed him.

He

rode downtown

and returned

I}\

no one.

o
hister

to

He

•

listened

to his grandchildren

speaking words
to

^ ^

which no dictionary

gave him

clue.

Mostly he dined alone.

He never realized
how much food
was

He

gristle.

still

wore

a chain of being
across his vest

only

now

iTld 111 d

it

held a time piece

which scarcely moved.
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The Pretty Smoke
•

Philip F.

O'Connor

and behave yourselves." The nun, the frowning
had been telling them about God and wars. "I won't say it
again, Sit quietly now."
Her words startled Martin. The others had been fidgeting but he had
not. He had been listening and thinking about God. God was the holly bush
at the back of the priests' house. God was the sweetness of the holly berry if
one could taste the holly berry. Martin had been looking at the holly bush at
the back of the priests' house, between the priests' house and the priests' garage. It was a beautiful bush with its sharp gleaming leaves and its berries
"Sit quietly. Sit quietly

nun who was

old,

that bristled red.

"And Jesus said, 'You shall be soldiers unto My Father'."
Martin was seven-and-a-half, nearly eight, and sometimes he cried in the
school yard when the sun Avent away, cried and ran home, afraid his mother
had not returned safely from work. Sometimes, not always. He was good at
basketball and the other boys liked him but they looked at him like a stranger
when he cried.
".
and Jesus is with our boys who are fighting. They write me, some
of them I've taught, and they tell me how much they need Jesus, and they
know Jesus is with them. The ones who were faithful to him in school are
the ones who write the happiest letters." Her hands went up and she spoke
between them to the ceiling and she said, "God have mercy on our boys.
God have mercy."
In the priests' garage there was a car, a long green car. The priest with
a voice like the man who gave the news on the radio owned that car. Each
afternoon the priest crossed the school yard and saw Martin trying to put the
hall in the basket. Sometimes, he clapped his hands loudly and said, "Keep it
up boys." Always the same. "Keep it up."
The school yard was a large black square except where it was painted
white for basketball and Martin played after school until it was time for his
mother to be home from work or until he cried. Sometimes the bigger boys'
elbows pumped down on his mouth or ear and he had to go to the side and
hold himself where it stung, but he didn't cry, not for that he didn't.
.

.

"It is for us they're fighting

Jesus.

When you

and some of them

stop to think of

it,

how

beautiful

will give their lives like
it

here ever thought what a sacrifice it is to give up your
As Jesus did? As our boys are doing? Have you?"
his

Have any

of you
someone else?

until many hands were up. Martin didn't put
hand and neither did three or four of the girls but all of the other boys

One by one hands went up
up

is.

life for

put up their hands.
She said, "Martin, I'm surprised."
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The Pretty Smoke
He
She

He

said nothing.

He
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rarely spoke.

said, "Quite surprised."

smiled at her and shook his head, apologizing, and then he looked

out the window.

There was smoke coming out of the garage now. He could not see the
big roll-down door for he was facing the side of the garage but was sure the
door was open because he could see the smoke. It was bluish smoke and it
was smoke from the green car unless it was smoke from the car of the priest
who looked like a boy. That priest had a car smaller than the green car and
not as beautiful.
"What are you looking at, Martin?"

She caught him by surprise, for he thought she was no longer looking.
But he told her the truth. He told her he was looking at the smoke.
When he said "smoke" all the children looked. It was a cold day and
the smoke held together and went white as it rose, going to puffs turning to
streamers, brilliant white, and was very pretty. Martin had looked to see the
smoke and then the green car when it came out of the garage and the priest
in the green car. Now everyone was looking.
The nun had been speaking hard but now she spoke softly and said,
"Martin, are you waiting for Father Devlin to appear? Is that it?"
Again he told the truth, by nodding, nothing more.
She said, "I should reprimand you for not paying attention." She smiled
and all her teeth, which were large teeth, seemed to show. She cried, "But
I won't, for I think I understand." She looked about. She said, "It seems a lot
of boys have made Father Devlin their favorite. Is that true?"
Martin turned to see all of the boys' hands go up along with his own.
He started to turn to see if the green car had started into the broad driveway,
but he stopped and sent his eyes to the nun, not wanting her to speak to him
again about looking.
"Do any of you know what Father Devlin did before coming to St. Francis?"

A boy's hand went up at the back. The boy was David and had a very
deep voice and was taller than Martin or anyone else in the class. He had
taught Martin how to shoot a basket over his shoulder. He said, "Wasn't he
a chaplain?"
"That's very right," said the nun. "He was indeed a chaplain. He was
a chaplain with our troops." She waited and looked down at them, looked
back and forth across the classroom at all the faces, and when her eyes landed
on Martin he smiled into them. "A chaplain," she said, "and he saw many
men die." Again she waited and again she looked. There had been many little
noises from the children fidgeting and rolling pencils and playing with ink
wells, but after she mentioned the priest having been a chaplain and seeing
men dying there weren't any noises.
She said, "Father was near the battlefield and said Mass every morning,
and some of the men he said Mass for didn't come back in the afternoon,
and that hurt him terribly but it was his reward to know they had heard God
and partaken of the Holy Sacrifice before their own final and supreme sacrifices. Oh, if only he would, the stories Father could tell you!"
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She surveyed the faces again. There wasn't even a twitch. All were waiting for more. She smiled at them waiting. She smiled and fixed her glasses
on her long nose and closed her eyes and raised her head and seemed to be
thinking and when she lowered it she said, "Does anyone know why Father
left the war and joined us?"
Nobody put up his hand.
She waited and waited as though having a contest to see if someone
would guess or maybe sneeze or drop a pencil or do something that might
trigger an answer, but no one did, and so she said it: "He was wounded."
It was a whisper but a heavy whisper all of them could hear. "He went into
be with the boys and one day he was wounded."
There was a low appreciative moan. One boy uttered, "Gee!" It was
almost "Geeze!" The nun had warned them not to say "Geeze." "Geeze" was
short for "Jesus" and it was blasphemy. Martin watched the boy who almost
said it and the boy was grinning embarrassed the way someone grins when he
almost does something wrong but catches himself. Martin bent down and
grinned with the boy, in sympathy with the boy, but the nun did not ask him
what he had said, did not make sure it was all right. She was more interested
in telling them about the priest and the war.
Martin did want to hear more about the priest and how he was wounded.
He wanted more than ever to see the priest. He took a chance and turned once
more, to look at the garage. The smoke had stopped. The smoke had stopped
and Martin was terribly disappointed. He had missed the car backing out.
"He was given a medal by the general," she said slowly, and after pausing she added, "The officers and boys in his brigade took up a collection for
him after he was wounded." Again she paused. "When he got back to this
country, he found something waiting for him, a gift from those he had
served." Once more a pause, and then: "Martin, can you guess what the
soldiers gave him in appreciation for what he had done for them and their
dead comrades?"
Martin gazed up at her. Why had she asked him? He did not know why
and did not find out for the answer to her question had begun to throb
through him and when he recognized it all else seemed quite clear and he
knew it was only right that she ask him, inevitable, as was the answer itself:
"A ... a car. They gave him a car."
"Exactly! How bright of you, Martin!"
The other children turned in admiration but he didn't see them for he
was stunned, almost stunned, by his own answer which was pristine and like
a needle piercing everything, the spotless blue sky and the face of the nun and
the smoke, the pretty smoke that had stopped so suddenly.
"He came back wounded and found the car waiting for him. He had done
so much! And in appreciation the bishop gave him his choice of whatever
parish he wanted and he chose ours. How fortunate we are! How very forbattle to

tunate!"

nodded but Martin did not nod for he was no longer
himself shooting up the immense needle to the very top
of the universe where he imagined himself, in total darkness, holding on. It
was magnificent, and frightening!

Most

listening.

of the students

He had

felt
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David?"

Martin had remained

at the top of the needle and had heard David's
voice and it had alerted him and he had listened. Now the nun's words were
flying up to him through the darkness. Martin listened. It seemed terribly important that he hear, as if David's question, or the answer to it might be his
only release from the needle.

"Where was he wounded, sister?"
Martin opened his eyes, waited.
The nun looked down from the platform on which her desk rested
and she looked at the tall boy David and she didn't speak for a few moments
and when she did she spoke hesitantly. "It wasn't the same kind of wound
you think of
v/hen you think of soldiers being wounded. It was
." She
raised her hands and opened them before her face as she sometimes did to
slap them together over a hovering fly, only now she didn't slap them together. She remained still, as though the world had suddenly hardened to ice
and caught her where she was. She was silent and motionless for a long time.
.

.

.

.

All eyes held her, waiting, as

if they,

the eyes themselves,

.

knew she wasn't

finished.

She looked
"I don't

at

know how

them, the children's eyes, then knew, or seemed to know:
to tell you." It was a naked whisper. "I can't think of how

to tell you."

They waited.
Her hands came down and her face went, twisting, into pain. "It was a
." She stopped,
wound ... on the inside, a ... a terrible wound of the
was struggling for words, when David stood and shouted:
"Look!"
Martin turned and saw David standing and pointing out the window,
his finger shaking. Martin looked. The boyish priest was kicking wildly at
the big garage door and he kicked again and again and then he reached down
and tugged at something and Martin knew it was the handle near the bottom
but the door didn't rise and the breeze flapped through his cassock and he
rose up and hammered at the door but it didn't open and then a fat woman
Martin recognized as the priests' housekeeper came out of the house and she
was wearing an apron with flowers on it and the young priest spoke to her
and she reached down and helped him pull at the door but still it didn't open.
In the distance Martin could hear them calling, "Father! Father!"
"Close the blinds!" The nun had stood and was waving her arms and
shouting, shouting first at David in the back and then at all of them. "Close
the blinds!" Nobody moved. She came swishing off her platform and stumbled to the first blind and grabbed the string and pulled hard. "Close them
in back! Close them this minute!" No one moved. She leaped to the second
blind and yanked it down. "Close them!" she screamed. No one seemed to
hear. "You don't understand!" She banged her leg on the radiator going for
the third, the blind opposite Martin, and she groaned but went on and got
.

.

the string and pulled and the blind flew down with a ripping sound, stayed.
But Martin had seen. He had seen the young priest take the handle, had

seen him pull against it with his life, had seen the door burst open, had seen
the priest and the woman surrounded by a mountain of smoke.
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She stumbled on but did not reach the back
shouted. David said, "They're carrying him out!"

in time.

David

David!"

"Stop

it,

David

said,

see his shirt

window

"They're pulling him on the ground and his coat is up! I can
is sticking out! They're pulling him past the

and his stomach

holly bush!"

"David!"
"They've bumped into the holly bush and broken it!"
She reached up and her hand snapped at the string of David's blind and
she brought it down, slashing down, and she turned on David and spoke
fiercely to him through teeth that were yellow and tight: "Be silent, you cur!"
She stood before him blankly and glared at him until he sat down. She raised
her eyes. "Be silent! All of you!"

And

they were.
After school Martin got sick next to the bush on the corner across from
the church. No one saw him because the younger children had gone home
already and the older boys were still playing basketball behind the church.
Some of what was inside him spilled on the lower branches and the rest fell
on the dirt beneath the bush. He bent over and retched several times. But he
didn't cry. On the way home he wished the priest had been there to see him,
throwing up but not crying.

Love Poem: For November, for Sixty
• Richard Jackson

Like some dusting cloth hung
on a nail he is standing at
the window waiting for her

remembering the morning when
they lay in bed like a heap of
soiled laundry and then she
shrugs herself into the room her
bones creaking with the floor boards.

Outside the brown grass
through a patch of snow
an unshaven cheek the

sticks
like

night comes the heavy
palms pressed against the eyes.

Gloria
• Patrick M. Gleason, F.S.C.
Perhaps it was the fact that Gloria had grown up on a farm, large and
quiet except for the country sounds which no one ever thought of as being
noise, that she found living in the city ahnost unbearable, despite what they

had said about how much she would like it. Sometimes she would sit at the
back window very late at night when most of the lights were out and if the
clouds covered the moon so that it was very dark and she couldn't see, she'd
pretend she was on the farm.
Out beyond the glass was the back yard with its big apple tree, which
about this time of year would be covered with apples, though only small and
hard yet, like pale green stones. The yard was fenced in with white picket
fence and looked nicer than even the field just beyond which was really the
same, but the one was the back yard, and the other was just the field beyond.
And further to the south about an eighth of a mile was the barn and the silo,
which stood behind the barn but still could be seen from the house because it
was taller. And the both were red, of course, as they should be.
To the north were the fields, the crop fields; different from the field
just beyond the yard. Corn mostly. Corn so much that anything else really
didn't matter. And when you'd ride along the northern ridge road on the way
to church and looked down on the fields, at first the yellow-green stalks of
corn just looked all scattered and thrown together, but when you went around
the bend and looked at it again, you could see that it was really all in nice
straight rows, and not scattered at all, but very neat, as it should be.
Gloria would sit at her window and pretend, when it was dark and she
couldn't see, that she was on the farm because she loved the farm and didn't
love the city, which had no corn or trees and nothing was nicer than anything
else, nor seemed to be as it should be. But looking out the window at night
into the darkness and seeing the farm as it used to be helped her to bear the
situation, though she knew it was just pretend. So, when she would get tired
and hear her husband calling her to dome to bed, he wouldn't mind going,
and she would lie in bed a while, awake, and talk to him about Jeffrey and
about the farm and the weather and sometimes the neighbors. But often he
would not answer, she knew because he had worked hard all day and wanted
to sleep; and other times he would, but either way it didn't matter, just as
long as he was there beside her, and that, she knew, was not pretend.
By the time Gloria awoke in the morning, Joseph had already left for
fields. He had to leave very early, so he would always be very quiet about
getting up and preparing to leave so as not to disturb her. He knew that
Gloria liked to sleep. He knew all that Gloria liked, and though he hadn't much
to give, what he had, he gave willingly. Later on, when Gloria awoke, she
would lie in bed thinking about him. He was always so considerate of her
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and would call her his country bumpkin and laugh, but he would never wake
her when he left for work, so she was happy to think of how much he loved
her, even though she missed him when she finally awoke. And she would close
her eyes and rub her hand over the sheet where he had lain and say a prayer
for

him until the girl came in.
"Good morning, Mrs. Abrams." Gloria opened her eyes and looked

white dress, but not at the face.
"Good morning," she answered. The girl

moved from

at the

the door to the

foot of the bed.

"Are you ready to get up?" Gloria was puzzled and slightly afraid, but
slowly she began to recall the routine that she knew she must follow to placate the poor girl. Without answering, she sat up on the edge of her bed as the
girl walked over to the window and opened the Venetian blind.
"Did you

sleep well?" Gloria lifted her

hand

to straighten a

few loose

hairs at the nape of her neck.

"Yes," she answered, "I slept well." But she did not look around. The
girl

came over and stood in front of her.
"Now, you go into the bathroom and

get yourself ready and I'll be back
minute with your breakfast."
A moment later, Gloria was alone again in the room with only the memory of her husband, deeper now and somewhat less comforting as it sunk
behind some more pressing but vague matter in her mind. She heard a bird
outside the window and got up from her bed to go look. The apple tree was
a haven for all kinds of birds, though mostly sparrows. But the chirping she
heard this morning sounded very much like a blue jay, and although they
were the meanest of birds, they were beautiful, and she approached the window hoping to see one. But as she walked around the bed, her glance passed
through the open door to the small bathroom adjoining her room, and she
recalled the girl, and her orders to get herself ready. So Gloria forgot about
the blue jay and did as she was told. She had just finished in the bathroom
and was back in her room getting dressed when the girl returned, this time
with a tray, which she placed on the small table in the middle of the room.
Gloria stood by the closet without moving and watched the girl till she left.
When she had gone, Gloria finished dressing and went to the window,
without looking out, to close the blinds before she sat down to eat. She had
just the first spoonful of soft-boiled egg in her mouth when Jeffrey came in
and sat down at the table with her. She didn't look up, but she knew he was
there. A mother knew, a mother could feel the presence of her son. And Jeffrey was the perfect son; so much like his father.
"Jeffrey," she said to him, "now you eat your breakfast like a good boy,
so you won't be late for school. I want you to go down to the hen house and
collect the eggs before you leave."
Yes, mam," Jeffrey said, and he was silent for a moment so she knew
he was eating his breakfast, and she continued eating hers.
in a

"Mother?"
"Yes," Gloria answered.
"Mother, why is it that all the other families

we know have

three or four

Gloria
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or five children, and you only have me?" Gloria put down her spoon and
considered for a moment.
"Because God decided that one little boy was enough for us, and we
aren't to question what God decides."
"Maybe when I grow up and get married, God will change his mind and
send you another son to take my place."
"Are you going to grow up and leave your poor Mommy all by herself.
That would make her sad."
"No. No. Mommy. I'll never leave you. I'll never do anything to make
you sad." Gloria smiled. Jeffrey was such a good boy. Just like his father.
She knew he would never do anything to make her sad.
"Jeffrey will always b my little boy," she told him. "You'll always be
your daddy's and my little boy, and never do anything to make us sad." And
she smiled again and picked up her spoon and finished eating her breakfast.
Soon after, Gloria felt tired, so Jeffrey left for school and she laid down
to rest for awhile. The morning's labors had tired her more than usual. Not
as young as I used to be, she thought, and chuckled at the idea that age was
slowing her pace. She laid on top of the spread with her head propped against
the pillow and her tired legs stretched out in front of her, and she must have
fallen asleep, because after a while she opened her eyes and noticed that the
blind was open and the tray was gone. Gloria wondered about the time. The
sun was bright and glistening from the green glass and metal panels of the
building across the street that filled the panorama of her view through the
window from the bed. Gloria got up from the bed and closed the blind. She
supposed Jeffrey would be home from school soon, so she sat on the chair
by the window to wait for him. There was a knock at the door, and she turned
to see. The door was partly open, and a young man stood in the hall looking
in.

"Mother," he said as if to question, rather than address. Gloria sat, hands
folded in her lap, staring at him, but said nothing. Instead, she turned her
gaze back toward the window.
"May I come in?" Gloria stood up and opened the blind. She nodded
toward the green glass outside.
"I hope I'm not disturbing you. I have to take Betty to the doctor's this
evening. The baby's due in about a week. So I thought I'd come this afternoon, since there probably won't be time tonight."
Gloria turned and looked at the man in her room. He seemed very tall,
and for a moment she feared his presence. Not that he looked fearsome. No,
he was very kindly looking, and a handsome young man, with his neatly
combed blond hair and his hazel eyes, and she smiled at him as she sat back
down in the chair, wondering if perhaps this was some friend of her husband
who had come to see him. She had some vague recollection of having met him
before.

"Did you come to see my husband?" she asked him. The man stood there
arms hanging straight at his sides. He walked to the chair beside
hers and sat down. Gloria followed his movement, moving only her eyes.
"My husband isn't here now. He's working. He leaves very early for
for a second,

work."
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"No, Mother," the young

I

came

to see you. I

came

to see

man hesitated, "I didn't come
how you were doing."

to see

Dad.

Gloria stared through the open door into the hall.
"Have you started going downstairs yet? The nurse told me you could if
you wanted to. There are lots of people down there who'd love to get to know
you. And they do lots of things you'd enjoy."
Gloria didn't answer. She turned her head toward the window, thinking
she had heard the blue jay. The young man sat looking at her,
"Betty sends her love. She's sorry she couldn't come to see you today.
She had to go out to her mother's
to the Dayton farm
to get some things

—

—

for the baby,"

Mrs. Dayton. Gloria thought a moment. Perhaps the man had come
about her son. Jeffrey crossed over the Dayton farm on his way home from
school. She began straightening the hair on her neck, wondering if something

had happened to Jeffrey on his way home from school,
"Where's Jeffrey?" Gloria blurted out her question suddenly, without
even looking at the young man, sure that something had happened to him,
"Here I am, Mother, I'm right here," Gloria turned to him. Her mind
was a bit muddled now, she knew, worrying about Jeffrey. She wasn't quite
sure what was happening, who this young man was, what he wanted. She
heard the blue jay again and looked to see. But there was no blue jay, just
the bright sparkling building with the green glass, and she was frightened
by the light which hid her yard and the barn and the apple tree. And she was
frightened by the young man, because she remembered that it was he who had
brought her here to the city. He had taken her away from the farm. She remembered him coming. He and the girl. They said she would be happy here,
and the girl packed her clothes, and there was nothing she could do, because
Joe wasn't around. She told them he was out working, but he wasn't around.
They brought her here to the city and told her she would be happy, but Gloria
wasn't happy. She was frightened by the young man because now she was
sure. She felt something touch her hand and quickly pulled it away,
"Mother, is something wrong?" She turned. The young man was leaning
forward in his chair with his hand resting on the arm of hers,
"You'd better go now," she said. "My husband will be home soon. He's
working now, but he'll be home very soon, so you'd better go,"
The young man sat straight in his chair and rubbed his hand across his
chin,

"Mother, Daddy's not coming home soon," He leaned across, his head
very close to her face, "Daddy's dead."
Gloria pulled back, looking at him and wondering. Then, she smiled faintly and touched his hand.
"I'm so sorry. I'm so sorry," she said, "But you must go now. My husband will be home soon, so you must go,"
The young man stood up and walked to the door. He turned and looked
at Gloria who was staring out the window,
"Is there anything I can get you? Anything you need,"
"No," Gloria said, not looking back, "You'd better go now. There's
nothing I need."

Death

Pet's

• William Heyen

A

truck crept

into our driveway,

but caught him
in its rear wheels.

We

buried him

under the twin maples
in our back yard.
Let this be a lesson.

my

father said,

but for nights

my

I

dog clawing

heard
his

way out

until,

one morning, the grave

was sunken.
But it was only

rain,

during the night,

my

and threw down

father said,

a few shovels of dirt.

But

I

continued

dream him:
he was wet and
to

dirty,

but he slept
as he slept in his shed,

curled there
like

a possum.
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Andros: Walls and Lanes
* Richmond

Small blackish

Lattitnore

flat stones

are laid

one on another. Dry walls
hold weather and wind,

made

with ten foot intervals
for heavy stones set upright.

Huge

flags

have been

laid between.

Stone lanes promenade the bight
of the island scene.

Grubbed gathered and set by hand,
promenade
length and breadth of the land.
the stoneways

Millions of motions

made

them. Hard muscles of men,
knotted like oak; the slight
of childish hands; careful

piled stones: walls

and ways,

of the people. Grace from
this

gone

lift

women
gift

all

invisible strength

has patterned with lane and wall
the whole of the island length,

a

monument put

together

by millions of motions lost
and gone into wind and weather
of the island coast.
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